The Walker Advantage

PRODUCTIVITY

Compact

thewalkeradvantage.com/compact

The Walker Mower has a small footprint
designed to get into and out of tight places.

Clearance
Mow Completely
Most lawns have areas with low
hanging branches, narrow gates, or
other obstacles that are difficult to mow.
The compact size of the Walker Mower
gives you the ability to mow challenging
properties easily and efficiently.

Integrated Components
Powerful from the Inside Out

Walker created the concept of a completely internal Grass Handling
System that delivers cut grass and debris from the deck to the catcher
box without bulky external components.

Watch
Online!

Steering

thewalkeradvantage.com/steering

Watch
Online!

The Walker Mower precisely goes where
you want it to with little effort, thanks to the
operator-friendly combination of finger-tip
steering and the Forward Speed Control.

Counterweight
Springs OFF

Forward Speed Control
The patented Forward Speed Control takes the effort out of
handling a zero-turn mower by setting forward ground speed
and acting as a cruise control.

Counterweight
Springs ON

Steering Levers
The Walker Mower steering levers have a light and responsive
feel. Precise fingertip control makes close trimming and detail
mowing easy, requiring less effort compared to lap bars.

Less Turning Resistance
The maneuverability of the Walker is enhanced by using counterweight springs to reduce weight
on the deck caster wheels and tail wheel. Lightly loaded caster wheels allow the drive system
to immediately steer, making the Walker responsive and efficient.

Balance

thewalkeradvantage.com/balance

Watch
Online!

The balanced weight distribution, low center of gravity, and low overall vehicle
weight allow the Walker Mower to move efficiently on flat ground and slopes.

Counterweight
Springs OFF

Consistent Traction No Matter the Location
Predictable traction is fundamental to confident operation. Traction is increased when the weight of the mower
is concentrated where the drive tires meet the turf. Whether you are mowing on hillsides or making high-speed
zero turns, the Walker Mower will provide the traction that allows you to mow with confidence.

Better Traction
Through Engineering
Counterweight
Springs ON

Low Center of Gravity

The counterweight springs enhance
the traction of the Walker by
transferring weight from the deck
caster wheels and the tail wheel
onto the drive tires.

Agile

thewalkeradvantage.com/agile

The Walker Mower’s compact size, balance, and precision steering and handling
produce the agility required to complete tasks quickly.
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1. Bed Contours
Navigate contours with speed and precision.
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2. Gates
Pass through yard gates without wasting time
changing out equipment.

STEERING
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3. Berms
Even the smallest slopes or pitches require
good traction to navigate quickly.
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4. Fence Lines
Predictable steering gives you confidence
to quickly maneuver.
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5. Tight Corners
Tight corners and low hanging obstacles do
not slow down the compact Walker Mower.
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Watch
Online!

Trimming

thewalkeradvantage.com/trimming

Watch
Online!

Trimming with the Walker Mower’s front-mounted deck is
fast, easy, and accurate.

Continuous Forward Motion
More deck overhang outside of the drive tires reduces the effort and
time it takes to trim around trees, beds, and other landscape features.
The Walker easily and precisely trims more beds and raised obstacles in
one pass, saving you time.

Trim on the Left
…and the Right
All Walker collection, mulching, and rear discharge decks
allow you to trim on both sides. Stay productive in more
areas by mowing, not planning out your pattern.

Reach

thewalkeradvantage.com/reach

The low profile, front-mount deck on the Walker Mower allows operators to trim
under low hanging landscape features and split rail fencing.

The Stats
Clearance is the height of the front
caster fork and represents what the
front of the deck can fit underneath.
Reach measures how far the deck can
mow underneath an object.

Clearance: 12½ in
Reach: 20 in

Front Reach
Mow Under, Not Around
Your trees will love the Walker Mower’s low profile deck. Trimming
around and under low hanging branches with a Walker Mower is
easy and safe with minimal impact on your landscape.

Side Reach
A distinct productivity advantage for the Walker Mower is the ability of
the front-mount deck to reach to the side and do the job where string
trimmers are usually required.

Watch
Online!

View

thewalkeradvantage.com/view

The Walker operator has a complete view of the mower
deck and the grass surrounding it. This unrestricted view
leads to comfortable, safe operation, and a beautiful cut.

Better View By Design
Since the original design, operator view has been
an engineering priority for the Walker Mower.

Watch
Online!

Visible Deck
Front Edge

Low Seat
Position

Low Profile
Grass Catcher

Visible Drive
Tires

Controls
within View

Visible Deck
Trimming Edge

Designed by Farmers
to Make Straight Rows

Eyes Front and Center
The front-mount deck of the Walker Mower allows
you to keep your eyes front and center while
operating your mower. Being able to see both
the deck overlap area and the end of a row
helps produce straight stripes.

Walker Mower Tire View
You can see the area over either tire on a
Walker Mower while maintaining a forward facing
position. This means the area in front of the mower
is still in your peripheral vision keeping you and your
surroundings safe.

Comparative Tire View
On many mid-mount style machines you have to turn
your body and head to extreme angles to see the deck
or tire edges. This effectively shrinks the forward view,
creating dangerous blind spots in your mowing path.

Property Studies

See more results online at:
thewalkeradvantage.com/property-studies

Go
Online!

4 Properties, 18 Mowers, 36 Weeks. The results are in.
Rigden Farms
Community Center

Platte River
Power Authority

0.48 Acres, 20,909 sq. feet,
Kentucky Blue Grass

1.14 Acres, 49,658 sq. feet,
Kentucky Blue Grass

The Rigden Farms Community
Center is the perfect application of
commercial mowing where quality
of cut paired with grass collection
is critical. The property has multiple
fences, narrow gates, landscaped
trees, and that narrow swath of grass
between the sidewalk and street we
all love so much.

Platte River offers a few challenges
for the commercial operator. While it
does have lots of wide-open mowing,
it has a 20° berm with trees at its crest
along with tightly clustered landscape
rocks. In addition to open productivity
capability, a well matched mower
for this property needs excellent
trimming capabilities and a true
floating deck design.
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Walker T25i

25 hp

52”

38:22

-

-

0.75 ac/H

Walker B23i

23 hp

48”

35:54

-

-

1.91 ac/H

Wright Stander X

24 hp

52”

42:09

+3.47

+10%

0.68 ac/H

Toro Grandstand

20 hp

48”

38:39

+2:45

+8%

1.77 ac/H

Toro Z8000

23 hp

48”

43:49

+5:27

+14%

0.66 ac/H

Gravely Pro Turn 148

24 hp

48”

39:06

+3:12

+9%

1.75 ac/H

Kubota ZG227

27 hp

54”

44:38

+6:16

+16%

0.65 ac/H

Exmark Pioneer S

22 hp

48”

41:45

+5:51

+16%

1.64 ac/H

Scag Cheetah

25 hp

52”

45:17

+6:55

+18%

0.64 ac/H

Wright Stander I

19 hp

48”

43:40

+7:46

+22%

1.57 ac/H

Grasshopper 727t

27 hp

52”

55:29

+17:07

+45%

0.52 ac/H

Stiga Park Pro

24 hp

48”

42:11

+6:17

+17%

1.62 ac/H

Property Studies

See more results online at:
thewalkeradvantage.com/property-studies

Go
Online!

4 Properties, 18 Mowers, 36 Weeks. The results are in.
Timberline Church

Moonglow Drive

2.77 Acres, 120,661 sq. feet,
Kentucky Blue Grass

0.07 Acres, 3,049 sq. feet,
Kentucky Blue Grass

Timberline Church is the ideal
property for wide open, high speed,
discharge or mulching mowing. It
features a large open lawn with a
culvert running its length, two lamp
posts, and perimeter trees to be
trimmed. For a mower to excel here,
it needs to operate at high speed
while maintaining maneuverability
and providing a beautiful cut.

Moonglow Drive is the typical
residential lawn with lots of tight
spaces, a 42” back yard gate opening,
and landscaped beds. For most other
brands, a commercial riding mower
is not an option here, but with the
compact Walker Mower, getting
on and off this lawn in a matter of
minutes is a breeze.
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Walker S14

14 hp

36”

05:48

-

-

0.72 ac/H

Wright Stander I

16 hp

36”

07:05

+1:17

+22%

0.59 ac/H

Toro Turfmaster

7 hp

30”

09:47

+3:59

+69%

0.43 ac/H

Exmark Turf Tracer

15 hp

36”

09:49

+4:01

+69%

0.43 ac/H

Area Per Hour

Walker H27i

27 hp

60”

33:32

-

-

4.96 ac/H

Exmark Lazer Z

27 hp

60”

33:54

+0:22

+1%

4.90 ac/H

John Deere Z930M

27 hp

60”

34:07

+0:35

+2%

4.87 ac/H

Dixie Chopper Silver Eagle

27 hp

60”

36:13

+2:41

+8%

4.59 ac/H

Hustler SuperZ

27 hp

60”

36:37

+3:05

+9%

4.54 ac/H

Walker S14

14 hp

42”

04:27

-

-

0.94 ac/H

Ferris IS2100z

29 hp

61”

39:22

+5:50

+17%

4.22 ac/H

Husqvarna TC342

24 hp

42”

07:50

+3:23

+76%

0.54 ac/H

Scag Turf Tiger

29 hp

61”

40:47

+7:15

+21%

4.08 ac/H

Kubota Kommander

22 hp

42”

07:55

+3:28

+78%

0.53 ac/H

The Walker Advantage
The Productivity Advantage is comprised of seven reasons
that add up to make the Walker Mower one of the
most productive mowers on the market: Compact,
Steering, Balance, Agile, Trimming, Reach, and View.
Walker Mowers are completely original by design
and are “Different for the Right Reasons.”

See for yourself. Request a demo today!

www.walkermowers.com/demorequest

5925 E. Harmony Rd. • Fort Collins, CO 80528
walkermowers.com
P/N: 6895-88

